
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

CONTRACT NUMBERS 201844724
PROJECT NAMES: SOUTH BOND PAVING

ADDENDUM NO. 2 TO CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

Bidders are hereby instructed that the drawings, specifications, and other contract documents are modified, corrected,
supplemented and/or superseded for the above-mentioned proj ect as hereinafter described in the following
attachments:

1. WORK LOCATIONS PER PROJECT

South Bond Contract

Alameda. Quebec to Dayton
Cheriy Creek Drive, S Monaco to COLI
Tamarac, Hampclen to Quincy
Belleview, Wadsworth to Kipling
Dartmouth, Sheridan to Irving
uhtt. Logan to Downing

2 SMA 3” HMA

X
X

X
X

X
X

2. GENERAL QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR BOND PAVING PROJECTS

Qi - I was unable to attend the pre-bid meeting. It is my understanding perhaps some lists of work locations
were provided during the meeting. Would it be possible to get a copy of each list as well as any other documents
provided?
Al- Work locations are provided as Section 1. to this Addendum. All other documents are available to
plan holders, via Quest CDN.

Q2- Would CCD consider having the three bond paving project bids on subsequent weeks instead of all on one
day? This would give both prime contractors and M/WBE subs the option to bid one, two, or all three based

on their individual capacities. Due to the M/WBE goal and the limited number of M/WBE subcontractors
available to bid, we don’t want to discourage firms that may want to bid one package and not all three.
A2- Two of the projects have changed their bid opening time as provided on previously issued addenda.

All projects will however be opened on the same day as originally advertised.

3. PROJECT SPECIFIC QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR SOUTH BOND PAVING

Q1 - Based on takeoffs done on the maps provided, the total milling square yards appear to be close to the bid
quantity, but there is a discrepancy in HMA quantities. Based on our takeoffs at 3” HMA Tons are 6300, versus
15400 tons in the bid form. Can you please confirm the quantities?
Al- IIMA quantities are as on the bid documents.
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Q2- Are there areas identified for the concrete work? Will the HMA patching quantity be used to do a 2’ patch
back along all concrete work?
A2- NO, YES

Q3- Are there areas identified for the HMA patching? There are 4000 tons of HMA patching in the bid form,
which seems significantly high.
A3- NO

Q4- Would the owner consider adding a mobilization item since the work is spread out?
A4-NO

Q5- If work is being performed on multiple streets, e.g. milling one street on the same day that paving is
occurring on another street will multiple Traffic Control days be paid?
A5-YES

Q6- How many VMS’s are anticipated being used at one time? Are there areas that are identified to use VMS’s?
A6- 2 VMS are to be placed on each street prior to milling operations.

Q7- There is currently no Erosion Control pay item, what is expected for erosion control? Are rock-socks used

during working operations sufficient? How will erosion control be paid?
A7- Milling does not require erosion control, yes, incidental to the work.

Q8- On the Adjust Manhole/Meter/Valve item, is the intention to lower prior to milling and paving and raise after
paving is complete? Or are riser rings acceptable?
A8- Riser rings are acceptable, work method is up to the contractor, manholes to be paid each.

Q9- When will certified wages be required for haul vehicles? E.g. milling, paving and concrete delivery.
A9- When Truck Drivers load on-site and returns to the site, he is paid prevailing wage for the round trip.
When Truck Drivers load on-site and do not return to the site, he is paid prevailing wage until the
material is dumped

Ql0- What is the contract time for the completion of the project? When is the NTP expected? Is there any
flexibility to the NTP day?
AlO- 10/1/19, NTP anticipate 4/1/19, YES

Ql 1- What is the scope of work for the “Removal of Asphalt Plaining Special” item?
All— Bridge decks on Speer Blvd.

Q12- Will the City be waiving the Street Occupancy Permits/Lane Rental Fees and Construction Permit fees?
A12- YES

Q13- It’s our understanding that trucking for asphalt delivery does not need to be paid Prevailing Wages due to
“Delivery”. Is this true of the rotomilling operation and the trucking necessary for rotomilling?
A13— When Truck Drivers load off-site and dumps the materials on-site, he is not paid prevailing wage.

Q14- Should we assume the depth of milling is the same as the pavement depth specified on the location map?
A14- YES
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Q15- Is there any concrete milling anticipated?
A15-NO

Q16- What sizes of patching are anticipated?
A16— AS Needed.

Q17- In Section 202.09, there is a requirement to sandblast curb and gutter to remove residue. What is the
definition of residue?
A17-- The PM will waive that requirement.

Qi 8- Does the VMS item assume one unit per day?
A18— each per day.

This ADDENDUM shall be attached to, become a part of, and be returned with the Bid Proposal.

1w ‘j

C) Lesley B. Thomas
City Engineer

Date

The undersigned bidder acknowledges receipt of this Addendum. The Proposal submitted herewith is in accordance
with the stipulations set forth herein.

Contractor

ADDENDUM NO. 2 DATE:

__________________
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